
The Buckeye Sports Bulletin Podcast: No
Season + Player Union Efforts (Feat. Joe
Dempsey + Luke Ward)

Patrick Mayhorn and BSB staffer Joe Dempsey take a look at the cancellation of the 2020 Big Ten fall
season, and discuss what went wrong that led to this point, along with whether the Big Ten made the
right call, and if this decision will hurt Ohio State’s roster.

Then, a long talk about the potential of a spring season, including a breakdown of Jeff Brohm’s
proposal, and the very confusing world of what eligibility might look like for current players if incoming
early enrollees are allowed to play in the spring.

To close out the show, Patrick and Joe speak briefly about the recent push for a college football players
association, and then Patrick talks to Columbus labor organizer Luke Ward (@realLuke_Ward) about the
likelihood of a players association, the legal hurdles, and what the next steps might look like.

Follow the show on Twitter at @buckeye_sports, follow Joe (@joedempsey44) and Patrick
(@patrick_mayhorn). Get more from BSB at buckeyesports.com, and subscribe to the newspaper by
calling (614) 486-2202. You can listen on the embedded PodBean player below, or on YouTube, Apple
Podcasts, Stitcher or SoundCloud, all of which offer the show for free. The next episode will be out on
Friday, Aug. 21.

If you like the show, please be sure to leave a five-star review on Apple Podcasts. If you have a question
for a future mailbag episode, leave a five-star review and include your question in the review, or hop on
over to the BSB forums (subscribers only) and leave your question in our episode discussion thread. Our
next show will focus on recruiting, so we’d love to take any recruiting questions, but any questions are
perfectly fine.
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